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The Case for Inclusion & Diversity

85% of CEOs

 whose organizations 
have an inclusion 

and diversity 
strategy say it has 
improved their 

BOTTOM LINE

Fortune 500 companies 
with a higher 
representation of 
women on their boards 
of directors 
outperform 
their peers by 
53% in returns 

  on equity 
    and 
42% in returns 
           on sales

Organizations 
that have a high 
ratings for inclusion 
and diversity are 

70% more likely 
to have success 
in new markets, 
and 45% more likely 
to improve their 
market share

Source: PwC’s 2015 CEO survey Source: Catalyst Source: The Center for Talent Innovation
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We started with a unified purpose that defined our “why” 
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And values and behaviors that show us “how”

We are empathetic
We have integrity

We meet their needs

We are ambitious
We break the mold

We amaze our customers

I am committed
I trust others
I am BBVA
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Our Internal Customer Profile
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An evolving suite of employee-centric benefits

Generous Family and Pregnancy Leave  

F

Tiered Medical 
Premiums
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Updated leave programs provide team members 
additional flexibility and security

Previous Program New Program Comment

Pregnancy / Maternity 2 Weeks 6 weeks 8 weeks if C-section

Parental / Family 1 week Up to 6 weeks Bonding or care for 
seriously ill family member 

(2x per year)

Sick Accrue 1 day per month 
up to 5 weeks max

12 days front loaded at the 
beginning of the year

Short-Term Disability 60% pay for 180 days after 
45 day elimination period

100% pay for 120 days 
after 12 day elimination 

period

Bereavement 3 days 5 days

Voluntary Unpaid Leave Not available Up to 4 weeks every 
5 years 
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Salary-based medical premiums introduced to help 
protect female heads of household and lower paid team 
members from rising annual medical expenses

Medical Premiums as a % of Base Salary

Lowest Tier Middle Tier Highest Tier

2017 6.7% 3.6% 2.2%

2019 6.7% 4.4% 3.2%
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Continued evolution of employee-centric benefits

Coming later in 2019 & 2020:

● Introducing program clinically proven to reverse type-2 diabetes within 12 
months

● Adding telehealth platform & services to provide employees with easy 
access to medical care through video and mobile virtual care technologies

● Breast Cancer awareness and community support campaign

● Deeper exploration of employee needs, desires and preferred tradeoffs
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Benefit Trends
Leave Programs

● Paid parental leave is on the rise as is 
paid time to volunteer

● Birth mothers and secondary caregivers 
receive the same amount of paid parental 
leave

● Adoption Leave

Healthcare
● Same-sex spouse and domestic partner 

coverage

● Gender reassignment coverage

● HIV treatment and prevention medication

● Infertility treatments
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Benefit Trends

Family-planning/Support 
● Fertility
● Adoption assistance
● Foster care assistance
● Surrogacy
● Cryopreservation
● Back-up child/elder care

Retirement Programs
● Domestic partner eligibility for hardship 

loans/withdrawals

● Eligibility for Qualified Joint and Survivor 
Annuity / Qualified Pre-Retirement Survivor 
Annuity
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Legal Considerations

● State Laws pertaining to:
○ Paid Sick and Family Leave
○ Pay Equity and Salary History Bans
○ Workplace Harassment

● EEOC Statistics and Priorities

● EEOC Lawsuits and Settlements

● Proposed Federal Legislation
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Pay Equity

States with the largest and smallest gender pay gap

1. California 46. West Virginia

2. New York 47. Alabama

3. Florida 48. Indiana

4. Delaware 49. Utah

5. Vermont 50. Louisiana
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1. Plan ahead. Set goals. Select the right team.

2. Examine your pay practices and policies

3. Collect the relevant data

4. Determine which employees perform “comparable” work

5. Analyze the data

6. Determine if differences are justified under the law

7. Remediate pay disparities

Best Practices for Pay Equity Analysis
  *Consider 

conducting under 
attorney-client 

privilege.
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Salary History Bans

Best practice: One approach for conducting 
salary negotiations.
 
Focus on skill set and qualifications and post 
salary range for the position.

Consider posting salary ranges to reduce 
negotiations and increase transparency.

● Number of states prohibiting employers from asking about salary history is on the rise.

● Objective is to address equity issues.  

● Impact on hiring remote workers?  

● Generally acceptable to ask about salary expectations. 
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Anti-Harassment and #Metoo Legislation

Many states have recently revised laws (or are 
contemplating doing so) to address workplace 
harassment. 

EXAMPLES:

● Addition of training requirements
● Prohibiting use of non-disclosure 

agreements
● Increased time to bring a claim
● Lower burden of proof (New York)
● Mandatory distribution of anti-harassment 

policy
● Change in damages that are available
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EEOC Discrimination Statistics 
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What’s the EEOC’s Current Focus? 

1. Expand priority of equal pay beyond gender

2. Systemic workplace harassment

3. Qualifications and inflexible leave policies related to the ADA and 
pregnancy

4. Clarifying the employment relationship in the workplace

5. Addressing discriminatory practices against Muslims
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EEOC Lawsuits and Settlements Mid-2019

● 24 new lawsuits filed by the EEOC from Oct. 1st midway through 
2019 fiscal year.  

○ continue to focus on sexual harassment (5 lawsuits)
○ 19 of 24 lawsuits filed on behalf of single workers
○ Southeast employers more likely to be sued by the EEOC

● Sued less but collected more in settlements
● $2.1M for settlements (9 cases) related to sexual harassment
● $2.3M for settlements (4 cases) involving pregnancy 

discrimination
● $237,302 for gender based pay discrimination (4 cases)
● $3.6M for settlements based on sex discrimination (6 cases)
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Proposed Federal Legislation

➢ The New Parents Act

➢ The Child Rearing and Development Leave 
Empowerment (CRADLE) Act

➢ The Family and Medical Insurance Leave 
Act

➢ Use of the Child Tax Credit to fund time off
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Inclusion and Diversity Trends and Best Practices

Review Pay Equity 
and Other 
Diversity Metrics

Weave I&D 
through all of your 
employee 
programs

Encourage inclusive 
leadership and 
ownership of I&D

Integrate I&D into all 
company human 
capital policies 

Embrace Diversity 
of Thought

Comply with increasing 
amount of legislation 
(gender/minority pay equity, 
hiring, promotions)

Establish and monitor I&D 
metrics

Redefine diversity as difference 
in thinking, which arises from 
different backgrounds way 
beyond race and gender: 
socio-economic, visible and 
invisible disability, generational, 
and life stages
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